Meet your new User Coordinator

Ivan Rajkovic / FACET-II User Coordinator / FACET & Test Facilities

October 17, 2023
What I’ve done

• University Duisburg-Essen – PhD, Ultrafast electron diffraction (2004-2008)

• MPI for Biophysical Chemistry, Göttingen – PostDoc (2008-2013)
  - Experiments at LCLS, FLASH, BESSY, NSLS, PSI

• PSI – fellowship at SLS/cSAXS, including user support (2013-2015)

• SLAC/SSRL – BioSAXS BL4-2, beamline scientist, user support (2015-2023)

• SLAC/FACET-II – just started 9/1
  taking over responsibilities from Carsten
How to find me

• rajkovic@slac.stanford.edu
• slack: @ivan_rajkovic
• ++1-650-926-2992 (office)
• Building 52, 315B.54 (3rd floor)
What is next?

• FACET-II running till Thanksgiving, winter break for the rest of the year
• PAMM on 11/7-9
• Invitation letters for FY24 coming soon
• Experimental descriptions to Radiation Physics
  - Might request additional information from you...

• What can we do to make your FACET-II experience better?
FACET-II Shirt

https://facet-ii.slac.stanford.edu/form/facet-ii-shirt-interest-form
New eligibility requirements for SLAC email accounts

Starting May 12, SLAC email addresses will be issued only to employees, interns, Stanford employees working at the lab, Department of Energy personnel, and hired workers. All other individuals seeking SLAC credentials will need to use their primary, home institution, or other external email address instead. They will not be issued a SLAC email address. This includes facilities users and visitors.

This change has no effect on SLAC computer accounts.

https://intranet.slac.stanford.edu/news/2023/05/new-eligibility-requirements-slac-email-accounts

Current SLAC email account holders who do not meet the new eligibility requirements, including retired staff, will have their accounts deactivated over the next few months, and will be notified of deactivation. These account holders are encouraged to use an external email address instead.

Over the next few months, SLAC IT will notify affected account holders directly, and email addresses will be deactivated 30 days after the notification.

Contact SLAC IT: https://slacprod.servicenowservices.com/gethelp.do
Values

- Trust
- Respect
- Honesty
- Fairness
- Freedom of Inquiry & Expression
- Diversity
- Integrity

Code of Conduct

- Standards of Integrity & Quality
- Respect for Others
- Compliance with Laws & Policy
- Privacy & Information Security
- Financial Responsibilities & Controls
- Use of University Resources
- Conflict of Interest/Commitment
- Response to Investigations
- Reporting Suspected Violations

Working on a FACET-II specific version

https://oec.stanford.edu/code-conduct
Homework

End of fiscal year user statistic
Pls: please update user information for your project(s). Emails coming today.
Questions?